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Are You Talking
To Me Or Her?

(Simple Questions To Ask To Know Your Ideal
Prospects For Your Business)

Ortega Ogomigo
Cofounder, The Ace Entrepreneur
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Have you ever been to a place and then
someone said something that doesn’t relate
to you, but he keeps pointing his fingers
towards you?

And like every normal human, you turned,
but in slight disgust, you asked:

“Uhmm, sorry. Are you sure you’re talking to
me or someone else?”

That was not a strange response.

Almost everybody will probably say the
same.. and this includes your prospects.

The reason a prospect may feel confused at
first when you tried talking to him is when
your communication or offer doesn’t relate
to him.

It doesn’t connect to the conversation going
on in his head.

It doesn’t connect to his desires or fears…

You see some prospects may be nice, like
you, to ask the usual:

“Sorry, are you talking to me?”
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Others, who may have had some unsexy (bad)
days, may instantly block you, delete your
contact, report your ad…

Or even physically warn you.

How do you feel when you see pornography
ad on a website you’re browsing?

If I am correct, I bet you’d either report the ad,
never browse on that website, or get some
software (applications) installed on your
phone or PC to never permit such again.

Right?

But let’s say, you aren’t the no-porn person,
then, that would probably hook you.

Your brain will be crying:

“You sure know what I want at the right
time!”

That is the desire of many businesses today:
getting their prospects to say:

You Sure Know What I Want At The Right
Time

But only a few… less than 20% know how to
go about this.
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You see, the remaining businesses go about
with their advertising stick, poking strangers
with stupid questions such as:

-Are you the one?
-Will you like this?
-Can you check this out pleeeeeeassse?

And then, they get beaten by rejections and
disappointments.

Does this mean their businesses or offers are
bad?

Not exactly.

Their offers are probably one of the best
around. But, they struggle to get a supportive
response because of this simple thing.

They Are Meeting Suspects Instead Of
Prospects

And that’s one of the leading cause of
business failures today.

Not advertisement…

Not the vision statements…

Not necessarily the location of business…
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Not necessarily the brand perception…

Not necessarily the website designs or page
likes and followers…

But this (pay attention)…

Targeting Suspects Instead of IDEAL
PROSPECTS

Yes, I said that before.

I want that tucked in your skull. Don’t ever
joke with your businesses by going each day
without knowing who your ideal prospects
are.

Good thing, I will be showing you how to
know your ideal prospects today.

….to help you stop dealing with those
time-suckers that never convert.

I am talking about those folks that ask all the
stupid questions on earth, but they never
buy.

They underprice your offer and tell you of 50
competitors given them X product or service
at cheaper price.
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Ready to never deal with them again? (Of
course,if they are your ideal prospect, then
you’ll keep dealing with them for life :-))

But if they are not, good thing….

The findings you’d be exposed to shortly will
help you repel suspects and attract
prospects.

Now, let’s head on to the QUESTIONS
already.

This is a method I coined from my years of
research and keen observation in business.

Note: It works like crazy!

I call it “the WH questions for fishing out
ideal prospects.”

Yup…

WH question is simple and you probably
know a lot of WH questions by now.

But, when it comes to knowing your
prospects, don’t take it likely… because it is
very potent.
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Will be showing you the questions in a
second, but first, I’d like to ensure that you
think through this question as you read them.

In fact, have a book and pen by your side.

Ready?

Wait.

Are you really with your book and pen now?

If not, go and bring it. I’d wait for you here.

Still waiting.

...

Don’t tell me you don’t have a book and pen.
Oh, all these people in digital age (Ha ha)

Great! You’ve got a pen and book. Now we
can talk.

WHO

 Who will be interested in this product or
service?

 Who will like to get the benefit of X or
Y(the underlying benefit in the product)?
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 Who is currently facing X pains?

 Who is congregating this kind of person
(my prospect)? This question will help
you fetch affiliate, influencers, authorities
your prospects respect.

 Who has influence over him or her?

WHAT

 What is her name or his name? (Yes. I
want you to give him or her a name now)

 What kind of income does he or she
make monthly (averagely)?

 What kind of place does he or she visit to
get information? (website, magazine,
groups, online communities,
associations…)

 What kind of product or service does/did
she buy before now? This gives you an
option to know who could be a
competitor or joint venture or affiliate.

 What are the thoughts running in my
mind?
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 What is currently bothering her mind?

 What are her fears?

 What are her desires and interests?

 What is his daily expense like?

 What is his frustrations?

WHERE
 Where can I meet her?

 Where does she stay?

 Where does she go for hubby?

 Where does she spend most of her time
in?

HOW
 How old is she or he?

 How can I attract her? (Freebies, risk
reversal, educative and entertaining
marketing…)

 How can I get her to trust me?
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 How is her daily schedules like? (Getting a
rough sketch will help you know when
and where to send her a mail or DM?)

WHICH

 Which platform is she active on?

 Which association, website, social
media… do she use or belong to?

 Which kind of offer is she most interested
in?

WHY
 Why must she believe me?

 Why should she trust me?

That’s it. Think through them. You could pull
some other questions to ask under the WH
questions.

And note: I’m hoping you’d give her your
promise.

Right? Great. I trust you.

You see business is all about integrity. Break
it and your business will start wearing off.
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Now, I’m just thinking…

-What will you tell her when you see her?

-How will you close her?

-What will you have by your side (like a
checklist or cheatsheet) to ensure you’re
right on track?

-What state do you know she would be and
how will you tell of what communication will
work?

-What if you have competitions with similar
prospects, what will you do to outwit them?

-What if she says yes, how will you follow up
on her? Do you have a template?

-How will you make her trust you instantly?

-How will you make her pay you more than
your competitors?

-How will you make sure she buys something
from seeing her from the first time?

Are you thinking what I’m thinking?

You’ve got to be prepared before meeting
your prospects.
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This is very important. Many people miss out
when they see their prospects because they
don’t know what to say, how to say and why
to say, when to say…

And their prospect get bored and became
addicted consumers to their competitors
products or services (without them knowing).

You don’t have to fall victim, pal.

That’s why I’d like to introduce to the ACE
ENTREPREPRENEUR, a membership
platform where you would be able to get
hundreds of secrets on….

Sales, Marketing, Copywriting, Personal
Developments, Purpose, Personal Finances….
to help you live your dreams and create the
wealth you deserve.

This puts you ahead of your competitors
because these secrets are tested across
different industries…

In fact, almost every week, we interview top
20% experts to come share their deep behind
the scene secrets such as…
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-High ticket closing secrets (shared by Ola
Yetunde Harris, an UK based high ticket
closer)

-Copywriting Secrets (shared by Mk Akan,
Nigerian #1 Copywriter)

-Public Speaking Secrets (shared by George
Essien, one of Nigerian top Public speaking
coaches)

-Outwitting Your Competition in Sales
(shared by Suresh Balachandar, an indian
business coach with 23+ experience)

-How To Build A 7 Figure Business From
Scratch (shared by Winner Ezekiel, a sales
and marketing expert)

-How To Make 200,000 naira monthly as a
Beginner In Sales (shared by Sales Man Obi)

-Building Influence Through Public Speaking
(shared by the founder of Fodax Training
Academy, Stephen Michael)

- And lot more…

These hundreds of secrets are packaged in
form of…
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Letters, practical series, podcast, cheatsheets,
checklists, copy and paste templates… and
they keep updating every week.

This means you won’t be missing a thing on
updated and tested business secrets.

You sure don’t want to miss out especially
when you know you can become a member
with as little as 80 naira to 335 naira per day.

That’s not all you get in being a member…

You also get winning summaries of books
that can make you get the meat of every
book under minutes…

Plus, you get as high as 30% on every of my
products alongside several experts products
or services on the platform.

Try it out and watch your sales grow faster
than expected…

www.theaceentrepreneur.com

Cancel anytime you feel like it. No obligation.
No risk.
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